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March19, 2020
Due to Brady High School transitioning to an Off-Campus academic plan, we will be handing out computers
and other resources to students starting tomorrow from 8:30am-10:30pm. I understand the priority of health
concerns for safety of our students and community. For this reason, Brady High School has tried to plan the
most efficient way for students to receive these devices. If you are comfortable entering the building, we will
have two pick up areas to limit our numbers below 10 as stated by the Governor and the county order. These
areas will be the cafeteria and the snack bar area. We will need the cafeteria line-cars in the student parking lot
and the snack bar line-cars to line up in the bus lane. We will not allow more than 10 people in the building
during check out.
Brady High School has already assigned a computer to your child and the only thing that students and parents
will need to do is fill out a short device/agreement and log on while in the building. We hope that this will be a
streamlined and easy approach to this academic alternative.
We appreciate your patience and flexibility during this challenging time. We will continue to serve our students
and this community to the best of our abilities. Please call 325-597-2491 if you are not able to come at your
scheduled time or if you have any questions.
Please stay in your car until you are signaled to come inside:
Cafeteria
Snack Bar
Freshmen
8:30-9:30
Juniors
Sophomores
9:30-10:30
Seniors

8:30-9:30
9:30-10:30

Thank you,

Kevin White
Principal
Brady High School
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